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About us
THS Mining Ltd is a Cloud Mining company registered in UK, founded by Imran Khan Nagori.

We are the creators of The Hash Speed (THS) ERC20 Token based on Ethereum
Blockchain.

The Hash Speed (THS) is ERC20 token brings brand new innovation in the Bitcoin Mining 
Industry with First of its kind Quantum Mining with Artificial Intelligence (AI) Integrated 
Technology which uses highly optimum system to utilize the maximum speed of Mining 
Machines (Miners) and produces unbelievable mining output and generates lucrative 
Bitcoins via mining rewards and mining network fees. We generate maximum Bitcoins on 
daily basis as mining payouts. Here, we provide the investors, traders, miners, networkers, 
beginners one of its kind platform to be a part of this unique system of New Bitcoin Mining 
Era.



Legal Documents

Certificate of Incorporation Memorandum of Association

Company Unique Taxpayer Reference
(UTR)



About the founder
Imran Khan Nagori is the Founder & CEO of THS Mining Ltd, UK.
(https://thsmining.com)

Founder of The Hash Speed (THS) Token backed by Quantum Mining Technology integrated with 
Artificial Intelligence (AI)
(https://thehashspeed.com)

Founder of MAKS Technologies Ltd, London (IT company based in UK which provides services 
and products of crypto industry) 
(https://makstech.uk)

Founder of Bitether – the first ever CMC listed cryptocurrency from India now merged with TNC 
Coin.
(https://bitether.org & https://tnccoin.com)

Founder of Asian Bitcoins App (Peer to Peer Bitcoin Trading Exchange) 
(https://asianbitcoins.org)

Merger appraiser of TNC IT Group in Dubai.
(https://tncitgroup.com)

https://thsmining.com
https://thehashspeed.com
https://makstech.uk
https://bitether.org
https://tnccoin.com
https://asianbitcoins.org
https://tncitgroup.com


Crypto Mining
The term ‘Mining’ is used to describe the process 
of adding transaction records to the Blockchain. 
This process of adding blocks to the blockchain is 
how transactions are processed and how money 
moves around securely on cryptocurrencies like 
Bitcoin. 

Bitcoin mining is performed by high-powered 
computers that solve complex computational math 
problems (that is, so complex that they cannot be 
solved by hand, and indeed complicated enough 
to tax even incredibly powerful computers).



Hardware Mining

Hardware or Traditional miners need 
dedicated computer hardware with a 
specialized graphical processing unit (GPU) 
chip or application-specific integrated circuit 
(ASIC), sufficient cooling means for the 
hardware, an always-on internet connection, a 
legitimate cryptocurrency mining software.



Cloud Mining
Cloud mining offers a mechanism to mine a 
cryptocurrency such as bitcoin without having to 
install all the hardware and related resources which 
makes you a participant in a mining pool by buying a 
certain amount of "hash power." Each participant 
has a rightful share of the profits in proportion to the 
allotted hashing power. Since cloud mining is done 
via cloud, it negates issues such as maintenance of 
equipment or energy costs.

This mining technique utilizes a remote datacenter 
with shared processing power making the combined 
hash power more and mining outputs even more. 



Problems Faced by Cloud Mining
High Energy Costs

High computational mining would require extremely high 
power output, which will cost you exorbitantly high electric 
fees.

Irregularity in mining rewards

In a study it was found that with increasing difficulty in 
mining the operational costs of the installed miners like S9 
with hash speed 13.5TH/s is just theoretic, in reality they 
give lesser outputs hence reducing the probability of 
earning rewards and increasing the operational and 
maintenance costs.



Quantum Mining as a Solution
High end, optimised and computation intensive technologies are used 
for mining focusing on maximising the output, this mining is termed as 
Quantum Mining.

Quantum mining is much faster, optimised and reward centric mining 
technology which intends to solve the problem of irregularity in 
mining.

Miners like Antminer S9 which claims to have a hash speed of 13.5 
TH/s is just theoretical, while in reality it achieves a hash speed in 
between 12-12.5 TH/s i.e 80-85 % of its capacity, making a low 
probability of getting the mining reward.

Quantum mining improves the actual speed of the miner by using the 
buffer speed of the miner, allowing it to achieve 100-150% of its 
capacity.



Artificial Intelligence as a Solution

Artificial intelligence (AI) is the simulation of 
human intelligence processes by machines, 
especially computer systems. Problems 
related to Crypto mining like Energy 
consumption, Heat production and Efficiency, 
are solved by introducing and leveraging the 
power of Artificial Intelligence in Miners.



Leveraging Artificial Intelligence in 
Cloud mining

With AI already proving its efficiency in optimizing 
the energy consumption in the House appliances, 
Workstations, Industries, etc, there remains little 
doubt over AI achieving similar results for crypto 
mining. This will lead to lower investments in the 
mining hardware, which currently burns a hole in the 
miners’ pockets. With an increase in the system’s 
efficiency, it would become possible to utilize the 
power of these miners effectively and lower or even 
shut down these miners whenever it is not required. 
This will indirectly lead to the smart consumption of 
Energy, leveraging the power of Artificial 
Intelligence.



Our Current Hash Power & Packages
We have recently singed agreement with different mining companies to integrate our 
quantum mining & AI technology and have initial available hash power of 500,000 THS 
to be sold.

Our customers can have benefits of Quantum mining with Artificial intelligence in 6 
exclusive packages tailored for getting the maximum output for their investment.

These packages are one of the major differentiating factor for us to lead the market of 
Cloud Mining. With the unique Affiliate program upto 100 levels these packages make 
us stand out from the competitors to make us best in the Cloud Mining industry

These packages range from Nano to VIP Tera Package with a wide variety of Cloud 
Mining investment options.



Mining Speed 1-50 TH/S ($30-$1500)

Rate per TH/S                                     $30

Daily mining output per TH/S           $0.15 (0.50%daily)

Level Income benefits per TH/S        2 Levels

Contract period                              15 Months

Nano Package



Mining Speed 60-100 TH/s ($1710-$2850)

Rate per TH/S                                     $28.5

Daily mining output per TH/S           $0.15 (0.52% daily)

Level Income benefits per TH/S        5 Levels

Contract period                              15 Months

Micro Package



Mining Speed 110-200 TH/s ($2970-$5400)

Rate per TH/S                                     $27

Daily mining output per TH/S           $0.15 (0.56% daily)

Level Income benefits per TH/S        10 Levels

Contract period                              15 Months

Kilo Package



Mining Speed 250-500 TH/s ($6250-$12500)

Rate per TH/S                                     $25

Daily mining output per TH/S           $0.15 (0.60% daily)

Level Income benefits per TH/S        20 Levels

Contract period                              15 Months

Mega Package



Mining Speed 600-1000 TH/s ($13800-$23000)

Rate per TH/S                                     $23

Daily mining output per TH/S           $0.15 (0.65% daily)

Level Income benefits per TH/S        50 Levels

Contract period                              15 Months

Giga Package



Mining Speed 5000-10000 TH/S ($100000-
$200000)

Rate per TH/S                                     $20

Daily mining output per TH/S           $0.15 (0.75% daily)

Level Income benefits per TH/S        100 Levels

Contract period                              15 Months

Tera Package (VIP)



Unique Affiliate Program
Level % of Daily Mining Output of Referral

1st 25%
2nd 10%
3rd 5%
4th 3%
5th 2%

6th - 10th 1%
11th - 20th 0.50%
21st - 50th 0.25%

51st - 100th 0.10%



Comparison with other players in the 
Mining industry

With a competition in the field of Cloud Mining, we are positive about our 
approach towards technology and mining combined as we are the only ones 
in the Industry to have these exciting Cloud mining Packages with Quantum 
Mining and Artificial Intelligence with business opportunities of Affiliate 
Program.

We have combined few points of comparison with the Big player in the 
industry which makes us stand out and make a mark in the Cloud Mining 
Industry.



Mining Companies THS Mining Hashflare Mining Genesis Mining

Pricing per TH/s $20-30 $60 $30

Contract Duration 15 Months 12 Months 30 Months

Maintenance fees No Yes Yes

Assured mining output Yes No No

Quantum Mining 
Technology Yes No No

Artificial Intelligence (AI) Yes No No

Referral Program Yes No No

Business Opportunity Yes No No



How to buy
These packages will be available to buy on the official website of THS Mining which 
is www.thsmining.com. Customers will have to use THS (The Hash Speed) token 
to buy these packages but the daily mining output will be generated in Bitcoins.

The Hash Speed (THS) token is available on popular crypto exchanges where you 
can purchase and use to purchase the Quantum Mining Packages on 
thsmining.com.

In case customer opts for VIP Tera Package, the customer has to follow KYC 
Process and Sign the Mining Agreement

http://www.thsmining.com
http://thsmining.com


Terms & Conditions
1) Daily Mining Output will be given in form of BTC only

2) Daily Mining Output is given from Monday to Saturday Weekly

3) All the packages have 15 months contract period (360 mining payout days). 

3) Mining output will not be given on sunday as this mining output will be used as operating 
exp.

4) Daily Mining Output can be withdrawn from your THS Mining Wallet anytime.

5) Minimum Withdrawal : $10, Maximum Withdrawal:$2000 daily & Withdrawal Charges are 
10%

6) Customer can cancel the contract any point of time and get their remaining package 
amount back by paying 10% extra refund charges. Please check the refund calculation page.

7) All the level incomes will be credited in THS Mining Wallet on daily basis. 



Money Back Refund Calculation

For Example, You have purchased package worth $1000 and received mining 
output benefits of 100 days.

So, Your remaining mining output days : 260 days

Package Costing per Day : $1000 / 360 days : $2.78

Remaining Package Amount : $2.78 x 260 days : $722.8

Refund Changes (10%) : $72.28

Net Refund Amount : $650.52



Thanks

www.thehashspeed.com www.thsmining.com

http://www.thehashspeed.com
http://www.thsmining.com

